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Our Mission Statement

It is the mission of

Roosevelt High School Early College Studies

to provide our students with

the challenges, opportunities, resources and environment

to become lifelong learners

as well as productive, responsible citizens

in a changing global society.

Treasures – Issue II 

Special Message

We hope you enjoy our Sharks creative “gems.” This issue includes 

more creativity than the last issue and it’s just the beginning! 

“THANK YOU!” to the teachers that contributed to this issue and 

provided student work to showcase. This wouldn’t be possible 

without you. 



I am from Guyana

Where we are mixed with 

different religions

I am from Trinidad

Where we go to church 

every Sunday

I am from Guyana

Where we celebrate Diwali

I am from Trinidad where 

we party like there’s no 

tomorrow. 

I am from Guyana and 

Trinidad

Where we argue if it’s 

chicken curry or curry 

chicken

I am proud to be from 

Guyana and Trinidad. 

Featured Works -
“Roosevelt Reads”

3Treasures – Poetry

This year Principal

DeChent’s “Roosevelt

Reads” initiative

involved Sharks having

the opportunity to read a

specific book towards the

end of their first period

class. Ms. Karina

Reggina’s freshmen class

completed their reading

of the novel, Don’t’ Ask

Me Where I’m From by

Jennifer De Leon. The

novel tells the story of a

first generation,

American LatinX

teenage girl looking to

belong, while struggling

to take a stand against

racism and stereotypes.

Ms. Reggina presented

her students with the

prompt “Where’s home?”

Her students displayed

their poetic creativity by

showing us exactly

where they’re from.

By Jasmine Pugh

By Andres Arroyave
By Georeliz Nunez

By Julia Anirudh I am from grass and dirt and plastic little 

rocks.

I am from bumps, bruises and injuries 

that make memories.

I am from “el parquecito” where summer 

days and hot cement is.

I am from Greenville, South Carolina to 

Medellin, Columbia to

Y O N K E R S , New York.

I am jugo de mango and arroz con frijoles.

I am from a minivan where gum and 

stains are left as its battle scars.

I am from a sidewalk with a “No Parking” 

sign in the corner and a burned down 

home across from it.

That is my home. 

I am from hot

summer days

And playing in

the rain when

it pours.

I am from

burning the

“Monigote”

and lighting

up fireworks

to the sky

I am from

beauty

pageants,

Supporting

and

empowering

them as

teenage girls

to become

future leaders

I am from

playing soccer,

competing

with Emelec

and Barcelona,

trying to see

who is better

And I am from

where

volcanoes exist

still, living

alongside

seabirds,

tortoises, and

turtles called

Galapagos

Island.

I am different.

I am from black to tan to

white

From coily and curly to

wavy to straight

I am from locks on chains

to keys held in rain

I am from North, East,

South and West.

I am from kings and

queens who turned to

slaves that see the

Promised Land.

I am from fighters,

writers and nail bitters.

I am from dream beamers

and party streamers,

I am from happiness to

crappiness

From mad or sad to rad or

glad,

I am from gold in my skin

being told I'm a ten to

being thrown on the street

to people kicking my feet.

I am from dancers,

glancers and prancers

Doing the Wobble,

Electric Slide and Cupid’s

Shuffle.

From ballet to tap to jazz,

From jazz to hip-hop

learning to skip, drop and

pop.

I am from code-switching

to mode switching from

snitches to rich b***** to

weird glitches in the

system.

I am from God who will

not let me be treated like

a dog.

For I have seen what He

has done for me.

I am from all around the

world, you may have seen

me, but not what’s came

to be.

I am from treble clefs, rights and lefts,

Lefts and rights, New York Mets

Mid day spanks, never a thanks,

But in the end, I love myself, ready to take on the 

next.

I am from World War II, Trump and Hitler too

The Joker and Lex Luther

Brain complex, no time to text

I am from entertaining and troublemaking,

Arguing and winning, but losing, still winning

In every inning  

By Daniel Gomez

This year Principal

DeChent’s “Roosevelt

Reads” initiative

involved Sharks having

the opportunity to read a

specific book towards the

end of their first period

class. Ms. Karina

Reggina’s freshmen class

completed their reading

of the novel, Don’t’ Ask

Me Where I’m From by

Jennifer De Leon. The

novel tells the story of a

first generation,

American LatinX

teenage girl looking to

belong, while struggling

to take a stand against

racism and stereotypes.

Ms. Reggina presented

her students with the

prompt “Where’s home?”

Her students displayed

their poetic creativity by

showing us exactly

where they’re from.



“Love”
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Ever since we kissed

I know true love does exist

You gave me the strength to stand tall

When I was about to fall

My heart was ripped apart

But your smile can mend a broken heart

Love is what I gained

When I saw you in the rain

I will never forget

The moment we met

I have so much love to give

I hope you know you are my will to live

By Alisha Khan

Treasures – Valentine Poetry & Artwork

By Elizabeth Toribio

“So This is Love”

When I think of you,

I think of the world.

I think of the mountains, the oceans, the pretty skylines

and everything else in between.

Without you, I’m not myself.

Without you, I’m a mess.

With you, I’m not alone.

With you, I feel complete.

You’re my happiness,

You’re my muse.

You fill the emptiness

in my heart.

You’re my favorite person,

I LOVE YOU!

Blooming rose,

Blushing sun

Angel afloat

Drunk on rum. 

I only see you,

When I’m on Cloud 9,

Thinking of the ways to make you mine

Chocolate, flowers

Dresses and pearls

Nothing could compare you to this world.

Three simple words,

Stuck in my throat

I hope I can say it before I croak

Three simple words will make my day.

“I LOVE YOU!”

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY!

“February”
By Christina Coon

“The Lover Boy Poem”

Roses are red, violets are blue

My love is strong and so are you

My love is real and I sure know how you feel.

Can I take your heart like the man of steel?

I know I can’t compare, but give me a shot and make it 

fair.

Every time I see you, I instantly stare.

You captivate me, you’re my breath of air. 

By Jayden Benique By Saleena Lopez

By Florence Oyebode

By Randy Gnoleba



“Poem of Love”
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By Alex Tacuri

Treasures – Valentine Poetry & Artwork 

By Omar Alomari

“Selfish Love”

Love is an illusion

Leaves people with confusion

In my opinion, love is a waste 

of time

People take the hours to 

find…..

The right one..

But not me..

I’m okay being F  R E  E

“Love is a Waste of Time”

As the world sees it, Love is a light

A lamp in the dark, and the sun in the day

A lamb for a wolf, a bed for the night

Without the red of a heart, one’s world would be grey

The way that I see it, it’s an act of selfishness

Using one for confidence, many times not evident

Playing games and causing stress, yet never for the 

best

Is loving someone worth all the excess stress?

By Kaya Clines

Love

Is

L O V E 

Not many understand what it means

Less have experienced the feeling

The sensation you get when you see that person you care

Makes you feel in ways you can’t compare.

People who haven’t felt this think this is foolish

But I think love is kinda C O O L I S H

Love has its flaws, it makes you feel dumb. 

You will do so many things to leave this curse, 

Feeling without a home like a bum

In the end, you fail and you get hurt, 

But you learn to move on

Love is a motivation, always a great sensation

With the right person, motivate, never hesitate

It’s never T O O L A T E !

You are the sunset I love to see

You are the moon and stars that I love every night

You are the clouds and sun of my day

I will scream to the winds to get to you.

Searching here, searching there

Wherever you are, you are my star

With your cute eyes and beautiful face

Trying to save the good moments and the bad,

Where we smile and laugh

When we were down and cried,

When we were happy and sad,

No matter what we passed,

Going there with you, 2,025 miles

Flying, running, walking, crawling, 

to once again look at you

With adventures in our lives, 

Searching here and there

Together, me and you, my star   

“My Star” By Kelvin Flores Corona

By Saleena Lopez
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Here be monsters

Who live without a thought

They turn and trap

What they can without being caught.

Everything they do, we see

And yet we live without a care-

For what we see is Human nature

Or things that bump in the dark.

I see monsters come

And monsters go-

I see monsters up for hire.

I see monsters yelp

And monsters quiet

And monsters play the lyre.

Treasures – Poetry & Artwork

“Monsters”
By Daniel McDowell

**Challenge brought to you by Ms. Rachel Mercandante**

But the scariest monster of all isn’t

Here for Hire.

It doesn’t go bump in the dark, 

and it doesn’t play the lyre.

It doesn’t come near, and it lives with care,

Going to and fro.

We experience it day and night, 

and it never seems to rest

This monster is both good and bad

With 7 billion faces.

This monster always makes a fuss –

This monster is US.

By Katelyn Devaney



“Lights, Camera, Action..?”                  
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Thousands

of superflu-

ous shouts
attacked the celebrity's car as

she walked outside the

courtroom. She was instantly

blinded by hundreds of flashing

lights from the paparazzi's

cameras. "What do you have to

say about the allegations

surrounding you and the death

of your husband?" a news

reporter asked, shoving a mic

into her face. The celebrity

ignored her, pushing past the

crowd of people. She froze once

she saw a child wearing her

merchandise looking at her

with wide eyes. "Is it true or is

it a fallacy?" Someone shouted.

The perseverance of the crowd

to hear an answer made her

want to shout. "You gave a

statement on Twitter, but can

you please expound on it?" She

didn't know what to

say; her thoughts were

unreconcilable. 'BANG!“ She

fell to the ground. The sounds

of the crowd slowly drowned

out, and her vision went black.

"Finally" she thought with a

smile on her face.

By Ameena Frieson

Treasures  - “Words of the Week” Creative Writing & Artwork 

By Gracy Sosa

“The Knight of Night”
By Matthew Lauria

The young
mother left
the theatre with her cranky
and obnoxious son. He was
being loud and wanted to go
straight home. Since the
mother knew it would be a
long walk, she decided to take
a shortcut through the alley. It
was cold, dark and raining
extremely hard, to the point
where the rain drops hitting
the floor made footsteps
inaudible. Even though the
mother couldn’t hear due to
her son’s howling cries, and
the hard-hitting rain, she still
stayed vigilant. After realizing
she reached a dead-end, she
could see shadows moving
towards her child and self. She
put herself in front of her
child, trying her best to keep
her son protected. She realizes
she needs to be a dauntless
figure right now to make her
son feel safe. Three thugs pop
out of the dark, angrily
demanding money. They start
pulling the woman away from
her child. As she screams like
the sound of a deafening fire

alarm, the thugs instantly
stop pulling. They look up into
the shadows, and suddenly
one starts screaming and runs.
The other two thugs just stand
frozen, unable to do much else.
The mother and her child see,
what appears to be, a
vehement figure above them,
looking down upon them. He
motions for her to continue
walking and she quickly
thanks him, before getting
away safely. Even though the
rain is still punching the floor,
she can hear the thugs regret
their decision. The dark figure
viciously grabs them by their
necks and throws them
towards the end of the alley.
They wail in pain, but it’s
short-lived. Silence quickly
settles and peace is restored.
The dark figure still lurking in
the shadows, everywhere at
once. Bringing justice
wherever he goes, in the day
and night, he’s the myth of the
Dark Knight.
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I’m a haven for the wayward

For those who need preemptive rest

With sheets of soft fabric

A cold air in my breath

Papers strewn across my length

Jotted notes like chicken scratch

From sleepless nights to early morn

From late days and early rush

On my head lies a bag

Filled with books, notes and more

Lifted with a heave

It is dropped with relative ease

An ominous glow fills my end

Sounds of tapping in my ear

The aroma of sweet tea through my whole

All while a youth dwells within 

By Faisal Rahman

By Keishla Oleas

By Michael Garcia

By Saleena Lopez

“Flowers”

Time is running dry

I need to think quick!

It isn’t even that day

Might as well be it

She goes to school 

Except in PA

So Saturday will do, 

For sure, not Monday

I get there with tulips

All in one hand

A beautiful bouquet, she extends her hand.

Mesmerized by their beauty, 

her look warms my heart

She’s so grateful, starts to speak,

Not knowing where to start.

I hold her close, just blessed to be with her

I know this is one moment

that’ll last a few seconds,

Jasmine, you’re my love,

Our hearts beckon.  

By Ohiosimuan “Jamal” Ojeakhena

Love is not to be taken advantage of.

Love is not meant to put yourself

A B O V E

Although it may get tough,

It’s good to forgive and forget, enough.

You are nothing without love and 

affection, 

Love is a beautiful 

C O N N E C T I O N.

“Necessary Love”
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Who is that man who fights

For everyone to be seen?

His superfluous kindness

And reach so keen.

His name remembered, as the man who started equality

MLK., Jr.

Who is the man who guides those along?

A path yet to be seen-

A path so strong.

His perseverance never failing

As he cries “I have a dream!”

MLK Jr.

Who is the man who never hit, but walked?

In every stride he found the breath to talk. 

With every second he smiled

His magnanimousness to a fault.

And this is his day,

MLK Jr. 

Who is the man who was held high

By those around him?

The president’s brother called

For peace without him.

His final act of greatness, carried on by a witness.

Who is the man who touched the world?

MLK Jr.

Treasures – Honoring Black History Month with “Weekly Words” Poetry & Artwork

“MLK Jr.”
By Daniel McDowell

Black History Month 

By 

“Coach” Frank Meade

By Carlos Urena
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With grace, using busted lips,

The creator speaks

Thunder striking mother nature’s land

Anger is an understatement, when Fury leads to accuracy

Green leaves light themselves on fire in Autumn

But the children are all gone, the colors

They are suppose to see dissipate

Because when the face of discrimination represents itself

Who wants to be its witness?

The time to play ceases, when the black child

Observes the segregated water fountains being built

A smile turns into a frown

A belief turns into a law in this country

Where did the human species lose it’s desire for unconditional 

love?

Did Eve like what was in the apple?

Let us kiss the sky when the gun bullets hits our brothers and 

sisters

For all we know maybe God will forgive us

Treasures – Honoring Black History Month Poetry & Artwork

**An original poem based on the African American 
writer,  Audre Lorde’s style/message**

By Emelie Luzon

Black History Month 
Ms. Laura Morgan and RHS contributors to this art piece include:

Chelsea Agyemang, Samantha Best, Dora Boadi, Christopher Lorenzo, Zamaya

Manning, Sofia Oliveras, Dakota Ramsey, and Kemberley Recinos Rodriguez 

By Abreya Porter



11Treasures – Honoring Black History Month Artwork by Abreya Porter

Black History Month 



“It’s a Women’s World”

12Treasures – Honoring Women’s History Month Drawings by Madison Graham
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Normalcy, what

is it? It is a

perspective of what is

normal to our surroundings. Or is it

the thought of others who think that

something is normal? What is a defect

of normalcy? Normalcy in our lives is

something we all hope for, but others

believe it's something that should be

broken apart piece by piece.

Sometimes things change for the

better or for the worse. A certain lizard

thought normalcy was…different. This

certain lizard was SCP-682. SCP-682

thought that normalcy was just a

concept made up for our minds. That it

is something sought after too often.

Where did normalcy get him? Well,

let's start at the gardens.

Not just any type of garden, but

the first garden known to humankind.

The first garden where the pieces of

humanity come together to form how

humans operate in their complex

minds. The serpent was one of the first

species apart from the garden as all

living creatures were. The creature

was known for its own lies and deceit.

All animals surrounded one main tree.

The tree of the forbidden fruit. The

tree that would be known as the faults,

weaknesses, and the good that comes

from humanity. The fruits that have

the knowledge of all good and all evil.

The serpent in the garden was the one

who cast all traits and all personalities

that we know today. The original plan

was for two humans of the opposite sex

to tender and care for the garden.

However, the serpent had other plans.

He deceived both man and woman and

his task were complete. The serpent

tricked humanity to what brings both

suffering and happiness into the world.

The serpent was happy to deceive

both, but the garden was not

forthcoming and unforgiving. They

cast the serpent from the garden; from

paradise because of his actions. The

Gate Guardian picked up the serpent

forcefully with his flaming sword at his

side. "We have declared you

unwelcomed in the garden. I will see to

your removal." The serpent pleaded

with the Guardian to grant him

forgiveness and to bring this to

everyone's attention. "You have

corrupted our greatest creation. Leave

this place and never return.“ The fiery

figure threw the serpent into darkness.

The darkness that now surrounds the

world and makes us who we are.

SCP-682 woke up from the

nightmare of his past. He sniffs

and

snarls as he is awoken by a blinding light.
Like any other day, this was normal to
him. Another termination attempt they
know will eventually fail. He would be
ripped apart, burned, shot at, even
disintegrated but nothing has ever
stopped him from actually dying due to
the curse left by the garden.

So why would this be different from
any other day? But today was going to be
different for him. 682 was ready for
anything that would come through the
Containment Door. His feet locked into
the ground. Waiting for his prey to try
and pounce him. Once the containment
door opened, he could see that nobody
was there. Nobody...Nobody? Not a
human in sight. 682 was cautious and
walked towards the door. He straddled
along as he peeked his head out of the
chamber. The only thing he could see was
the hallways darkened and empty. You
can see the shadows of decorations on the
walls going both ways and extending
beyond. He walked slowly out of his
expansive chamber and took his first step
out of his cubicle, without any force to be
reckoned with.

He was more interested in where
everyone was as he walked down the
hallways of the site that kept him in for
so many years. He was surprised to find
that nobody was stopping him from
causing havoc to the world around him.
He then thought about freedom, a true
freedom for the first time in decades. He
sprang to the first freight elevator that
would carry his own weight and his large
size. 682 used his claw as he pressed the
electronic pad to take him to the entrance
zone. The elevator hums and groans as it
carries his extensive weight. As the lizard
reaches his desired floor, he gets ready
for the abundance of security and mobile
task forces waiting outside the elevator
shaft. Once the door opened there was no

one in sight, not a single soul like before.
He scoffed, “Pathetic.” He walked
cautiously out of the elevator to make
sure there weren't any stragglers or an
ambush waiting to happen. He passed the
corridor and exited the warehouse section
of the facility. He can see the hallway
split into a T-Intersection and sees the
signs above. One of the hall's lead to the
elevators back to light and heavy
containment, and the one going to the
right towards the main entrance. At last,
after so many attempts, he can finally get
out of this wretched place. He walks by
the many offices of researchers that work
within the site as he sneers and despises
all of the personnel under the oath of the
Foundation. He finally makes another left
and sees the door to freedom. He walks
slowly past the front desk; he basks in
the sun’s rays through the clear window.
The freedom he always wanted was
finally in front of him. Just outside the
reinforced glass doors was the freedom he
dreamed of. He takes his first real steps
out of the facility without being
restrained by the chains of the
Foundation's might. He can feel the soft
and slushy substance between his feet,
the cold and dry wind on his skin. He can
see around the site the many trees that
are covered with the same white
substance, including all of the road
leading out of the site. He knows by
knowledge that it must be more into the
winter as it only snows like this during
mid and late December. The snow
sparkled all around him as he walked
through the now empty parking lot. His
steps feel almost as he is floating as he
isn't being restrained any longer. The
ones who cast him out of paradise for
taking his suggestions. 682 walked
beneath the shimmering trees still
basking in the sun. He thinks to himself
as he still has that fiery rage of hatred

By Tyler Duonola

Treasures  - Creative Writing
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against all life, "Ha, the last thing

humanity will see is my fist bash down

on this disgusting little planet." As he

walks on through the seemingly

endless forest, he finally has the time

to reflect on his past. The reason why

he was here on the little blue and green

marble. 682 has always blamed, the

now dominant species, for his own

mistakes and his loss of paradise. He

blamed them for his undying rage and

the loss of his own personal happiness.

He continued to walk forward as his

paws smeared the earth with his prints

and suddenly there was a big drop

about a few hundred meters down. 682

chuckled as he knew he was getting

closer near a massive population

center. Over yonder beyond the bridge

he could see the bustling skyscrapers

and buildings which seem so far away

yet so close for this massive reptile. He

continued to walk on the edge of the

cliffside, thinking about what atrocities

he will commit when he gets to the city

of skyscrapers or this so-called

'Wonders of The Modern World'. He

stumbles upon a mass transportation

route which takes him to the other side

of the river using the bridge. He walked

over the concrete barrier with ease and

started to walk down I-287. 682 walked

forward knowing that soon the world

would feel his wrath and destruction,

that nobody could stop him from his

unrelenting rage. He also had a side of

him where he wanted to just stay

invisible. 682 thought hard on this

decision, conflicted by his hatred

towards all walks of life and his chance

of finally being able to become a

watcher instead of a harbinger, more of

a spectator rather than a player. This

was his only chance to finally feel

something different. Something that

isn't normal to him. 682 finally decided

he wanted to know a different feeling

other than the hatred he caused

towards humans. He turned his body

and made a left onto the Saw Mill. He

came upon a small town with rows of

houses and small shops that weren't

owned by any corporate owners or by

the 1% that controls businesses and the

everyday lives of normal workers and

small contributors. He ignored this

small town as he wanted to see

something bigger, knowing what these

small towns were like; mostly people who

have money and who can afford anything

they desire. What he wanted was a city

with many differences instead of the

same thing over and over again. 682 kept

walking on the road which seemed to last

for an eternity. He then saw a little

shopping plaza with a motel in the back.

He knew he was getting closer to

something as the yellow lights of a traffic

light blinked on and off to warn drivers

about the dangerous roads ahead. 682

walked in the same direction for more

than 30 minutes and saw a green sign

naming a city that over the years went

through drastic changes. The sign

showing “YONKERS” was just a few feet

to the left of him. 682 thought that this

town was just the same as the last one,

that only people of wealth dominate, but

he felt a different pull. He felt something

different, something unique…. Something

that wasn't normal to him. Again, struck

with curiosity, 682 decided to go into this

vast city.

He continued his journey until he

stopped at a home, where festive lights

were shining bright outside and voices

coming from the inside. 682 decided why

not take a break from all the walking and

just take a moment to relax. As he did so,

he could hear the conversation from the

sidewalk loud and clear. He could hear

this family bickering about what they did

for the holidays and what family events

have happened. 682 felt annoyed that

there was bickering going on about their

own selfish motives and was about to

leave, until he saw in the window a boy of

a young age. He was about 10 to 12 years

of age, with straight hair. The boy’s eyes

glittered with a brownish tint as the snow

fell against the window. His smile

stretched across his face as he watched

the snow fall onto the streets below.

When 682 looked into his eyes again, he

can see that something was off. He could

see a young boy who had suffered in life.

From behind, 682 could hear someone

approaching behind him, so he quickly

camouflaged himself to fit the

surroundings. He could see a man in his

mid-30’s to low 40’s approaching him. 682

smeared in disgust as this man passed

by. This man had a black winter jacket

on, and his hair was cut down so you

could see his skin. His eyes were darker

brown and more dilated than the boy in

the window. He walked with an

overconfident attitude as he straddled up

the flights of stairs towards the boy’s

home. The boy quickly got away from the

window as the man approached the

porch. The man pounded on the window

knocking with an unequal rhythm. A

woman can be heard from the inside as

the man’s aggression worsened.

“Anthony, leave us alone. You let us take

By Tyler Duonola
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away from Graceann's place for the

holidays. Haven't you done enough to

cause fear to destroy our own holiday

spirit? I would suggest you leave

before I call the police on you.” The

man then screamed like a wild animal

that was shot. “You're the one who

influences Tyler’s life and view of me.

You have taken my son from my grasp

and I won’t allow that.” The woman

replied, “You are the one who doesn't

spend time with him in the first place,

choosing to go out and inhale

substance’s like candy. You abandoned

both of your sons for the thing that has

taken over your life. You're the one

who is a thief and a liar! That is why

none of your sons have any intent to

follow your path." The man pounded

on the window again; his punches

getting weaker. 682 wanted to

consume this worthless, pathetic

being. He was so angered at the fact

that he had the idea of letting himself

be known and seen just to kill the man

who was affecting this child's life. This

child had to experience the real world

much earlier than he should have been

exposed. He didn't have the chance to

live out his childhood. The boy was

stuck in normalcy. Then from down

the hill, 682 could hear the sirens and

see the flashing blue and red lights

rapidly approaching. The car parked

near the boy's home and the two

officers walked steadily towards the

boy's home. 682 stood firmly and still

as the officers passed by him diligently

and walked up the steps. "Sir, can you

please step away from the window and

please step off the premises of this

property or we will have to remove you

by force. We don't want to do this

again Anthony." The man took a step

back. "Mmmmh… what is the deal

with you guys? I mean come on now,

don't you all just get tired of seeing me

all the time huh? Seeing the same face

repeatedly just to see me back out on

the streets again.” One of the officers

responded “You won't be out on the

streets tonight if you don’t leave these

people alone.” “Aghh…. Alright I’ll let

them be for now.” The man looked at

the window again. “You know that I

will always be back for my son Norine,

don't forget it.” The man then finally

walked down the flight of steps and

went up the street. The officers then

wanted to step inside to talk to the

woman and she allowed them. 682 was

furious at the man, he should have

cleaved him in half when he walked away

from here. 682 then saw the auburn hair

again of the young boy who had now tears

in his eyes, still watching out the window.

The tears of this boy expressed the feeling

of hopelessness and being trapped in

something that no one his age should

have to go through. 682 felt something he

never thought he would ever feel. He

felt… sad for the boy, he wanted to

comfort him and tell him that everything

was going to be alright. That nobody will

ever leave his side and that he would

never become like that man; he would

become successful. 682 felt a tear coming

down his eye; his first ever tear for

someone human. 682 then locked eyes

with the child for the first time and

maybe his last. The young boy smiled. He

made the child feel loved and understood;

someone who wanted something different

for themselves and wanted to change

their destiny. The boy waved at the

creature and 682 waved his paws to say

“Hello,” acknowledging his presence, and

giving the boy hope for a future that he

wouldn't be alone in.

Unfortunately, it was also his final

goodbye as he hesitated to go, but he

knew that the foundation would search

for him and didn't want to see the boy

have to suffer from more trauma. 682

finally left the city block, smiling that he

changed in some way. That he changed

someone’s life for the good. He defied

everyone that would say that he is just a

monster. He found forgiveness for those

who were robbed of normalcy. That 682

defied his own definition of Normalcy. **
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“Coraline”“Yinoa Solo”

“Paula”
“Reigen Arataka”

“Jolyne Cujoh”

Adonise

Siambe

Sofia

Barone
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I first started recycling four years

ago. I go to different classrooms and

ask the teachers if they have bottles

and papers to recycle. Then, go to

another class and ask for the same

thing. I do this every Wednesday

with Mr. Dmitry and Ms. Kara. After,

we collect the bottles we give them to

Ms. Cardillo at PAES Lab. When we

go to PAES, we sort out the bottles

and spread them out to separate

plastic and glass ones. To sort the

recycling, you must wear gloves and a

mask. Next, we take out the papers

to get them outside to the garbage to

be placed in boxes. Then, the

recycling truck picks the recyclables.

My favorite part of recycling is going

to visit the different teachers in their

classes because I like to say hi and be

kind. When I finish going to people’s

classrooms I feel happy because I

helped them. I am learning to calm

down and it makes me feel relaxed

because it makes me want to learn

about recycling. I want to keep

recycling every Wednesday here at

Roosevelt High School. Recycling is

important because we can help earth

to be happy. When we recycle, the

garbage is neat and doesn’t hurt the

planet. I want to tell everyone to

protect earth and recycle.

By Devan Eldridge

By Jarred Thompson 
By Jaden Ofori
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Just a message from a 

long time fan

Spider-Man does more 

than what a spider can

An average boy from 

Queens, New York

Who everyone thought 

was a dork

He was bitten by a 

spider, which led him 

to become

An amazing fighter

Swinging around in red 

and blue

Fighting crime from 

the skyline view

Teaching us “with 

great power comes 

great responsibility”

Showing us what it 

takes to have a true 

heroes capability 

Spider-Man, they call 

you

Spider-Man, they call 

the hero in red and 

blue 

“Spider Man ”
By Reena Haque

By Joseph Fernandes

By Kelvin Flores Corona
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by Gary Anderson

by Abreya Porter


